Cybersecurity
Strength in Numbers

In a world that serves up new challenges every day, it's more important than ever to focus on your strategic priorities. When it comes to cybersecurity, it's better to build and maintain a SOC alone or partner with experts to strengthen and bring scale to SecOps? Let's take a look at the numbers.

**Security Operations Center**
(for an organization with 5,000 employees)

- $1.31M Talent and training (team of 14)
- $1.7M+ Total year-one investment
- $412K Technology and support
- Varies Real-world experience

Rather than do it yourself, investing in a trusted security partner like Secureworks is not only more cost-effective—it’s simply more effective. With the power of our network effect, you benefit whenever new threats are detected, regardless of where they are found.

24x7x365 Managed Detection and Response

- 20+ Years of attack and threat actor data
- Threat intelligence
- $1.35M+ Average projected savings*
- 100% Empowering readiness to focus on your core business

The numbers speak for themselves.

Secureworks Managed Detection and Response (MDR) brings together the power and analytics of Red Cloak Threat Detection and Response with proactive threat hunting and incident response to quickly identify and remediate advanced threats 24x7x365.

**VISIT:**
www.secureworks.com/services/
managed-detection-response

**OR CALL:**
United States & Canada: 1.877.838.7947
United Kingdom: +44.131.260.3044

*Talent and training includes costs for staffing a 24x7 SOC with 9 Security Analysts, 3 Managers and 2 Cyber Threat Analysts using average salaries from salary.com on June 28, 2020. Does not include existing security personnel (CISO, security practitioners, etc.). Technology and support costs include average costs for hardware, servers, storage, switches, 5,000 endpoints, data volume charges, implementation, annual support and threat intelligence feeds.